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Abstract- Degradation in carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) due 
to optical beat interference (OBI) in subcarrier multiplexed 
wavelength division multiple Access (SCM/WDMA) networks 
using direct photodetection is evaluated. The subcarriers are 
assumed to directly intensity modulate separate lasers. A large 
signal model for the modulated laser light is used. The 
discrepancy in CIR between this model and the small signal 
model commonly used in the literature is important at high 
modulation indices (4.5 dB at about unity modulation index). 
This justifies the introduction of the large signal model for 
analyzing OBI. It is found from analytical results that OBI is 
lower for higher intensity modulation indices. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Data transmission over optical fiber is capable of 
supporting very high bit rates. Various multiple access 
schemes have been studied in the past in an attempt to 
increase the achievable transmission capacity. Each of these 
schemes has its own merits and drawbacks. However, they all 
share a major disadvantage, that is, complexity. A multiple 
access scheme that offers highly reduced complexity as 
compared to other schemes was suggested in [ 11. It uses 
wavelength division multiple access and subcarrier 
multiplexing as shown in Fig. 1. 

Subcarrier multiplexing wavelength division multiple 
access (SCM/WDMA) provides a simple approach to 
maximizing the attainable transmission capacity. It is based 
on dividing the optical bandwidth into a number of optical 
channels each with a unique center frequency. Each optical 
carrier is intensity modulated by a set of RF subcarriers. Fig. 
1 shows a schematic diagram of the hierarchy of the two 
multiplexing levels. There are N optical channels each with 
M RF subcarriers modulating it. 
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Fig. 1 .  Hierarchy of SCMlWDMA multiplexing schemes 

Combined with direct detection, SCM/WDMA does not 
require complex circuitry for frequency stabilization. It does 
not require polarization control nor use of sharp optical 
filters. New users can be accommodated by the network 
without modifying the existing architecture, by simply adding 
more optical channels (see Fig. 1). Users can, as well, be 
added to any optical channel by introducing more subcarriers. 
SCM/WDMA does not require time synchronization between 
the transmitters and receivers. A block diagram of an 
SCM/WDMA network is  shown in  Fig.  2. With N 
wavelengths, the system supports communications links 
among M N  users, as opposed to only N links in the case of 
conventional WDMA or FDMA. 

The problem addressed in this paper is called optical beat 
interference (OBI) [2]. It is caused by the square envelope 
detection law of the photodetector (PD). To see that, consider 
the function of the PD in one of the user receivers. A total of 
M optical fields is present at the PD input. At the output of 

the PD, we would expect M terms representing the field 
intensities, plus M (  M - 1) cross terms. If the spectral content 
of any one of these cross terms falls within the passband of 
the bandpass filter (BPF) in the intended user channel, it will 
cause interference. As will be shown, OBI can represent a 
serious limitation on the transmission capacity. In this paper, 
we present extensive analyses of the effect of increasing the 
laser intensity modulation index on OBI. The idea of 
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increasing the modulation index to reduce OBI was 
introduced in [3] and [4]. 

Transmitter 

~~ 

Passive 
Star 

Coupler 

, _ ,  

Receiver Receiver Receiver 

Fig. 2. S C W D M A  system block diagram 

This paper is organized as follows: In section 11, we use 
for the first time, a large signal model to calculate the 
intensity modulated laser field spectrum. The results in 
section I1 are used in section 111 to evaluate the PD output 
CIR. Cases of zero and nonzero laser linewidths are 
considered. Main results appear in section IV. In section V, 
we present our main conclusions. 

11. LARGE-SIGNAL LASER FIELD SPECTRUM 

Laser field spectra are needed for the calculation of the 
total field spectrum at the input of the PD. The input field 
spectrum is used to derive expressions for the PD output 
current spectrum, which is used in calculating the CIR at the 
input of the electronic processing circuitry. All fields are 
assumed to have the same polarization, a worst case 
assumption i n  the analyses of OBI [2]. Hence, spatial 
dependence of the fields is dropped in all derivations to 
follow. Let the electric field for the i-th user light signal be 

where the intensity modulation is 

The additional phase of the laser electric field can be 
decomposed into two components: a chirp component 
cpmi(t) and a phase noise component cpni(t) modeled by a 
Wiener-Levy process. This assumption results in the familiar 
Lorentzian laser lineshape. The total phase is thus, 

According to rate equations [5]  

where qmi( t )  denotes the instantaneous laser frequency shift 
- due to chirp - from the operating frequency F;. . The various 
quantities in (4) are defined in Table-1. Substituting (2) in 
(4), and absorbing constant quantities in 6 we get 

m 

qjmi(t) = Z[A, cos(nmit)+ B,, sin(nmit)] ( 5 )  
n=l 

where 

The laser phase modulation due to chirp is thus, 

where 

n = l  

(6) 

n > l  

(7) 

p,, =(-l)nfl[(-B,l/nwi)2 +(A,,/noi)2]112 (9) 

V n  = -tan+( 2) 
To find the number of significant terms in (S), one needs 

to look at typical values of various system parameters 
affecting the series. Values for such parameters are listed in 
Table-1 . The value of K, is found from [6] 

where c is the speed of light in  free space, h is Plank's 

. 
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Symbol 

fi 

h 

a 

P 

n - 

K 

a m  

Kt", 

nsP 

= Ph 

K, 

SO 

constant, and the other parameters are as in Table-1. So is 
found from [5] 

Value [Source], page 

5.0 GHz 

1.55 pm 

5.0 [61, 227 

3.0 mW [51, 121 

3.5 [51,27 

4 . 4 N  [51,121 

45OOlm [61, 227 

1 .o PI ,  44 

1.7 [51, 15 

1.0 ps [51, 121 

1.008 x lo7 

1.2 x 1 o5 

TABLE 1 : TYPICAL PARAMETER VALUES 

Parameter 

Subcarrier frequency 

Operating wavelength 

Linewidth enhancement factor 

Output power per laser facet 

Effective refractive index 

Nonlinear power gain coefficient 

Mirror loss 

Total spontaneous emission enhancement factor 

Spontaneous emission coefficient 

Photon lifetime 

Nonlinear photon number gain coefficient 

Unmodulated (averape) ohoton number 

From (6), (7), (9), and  ( lo) ,  values for the first few 
coefficients in (8) are computed as in  Table-2. In these 
calculations, the modulation index is assumed to be 0.9. 
Fewer terms in (8) are needed at smaller modulation indices. 
Based on the data in Table-2, A, and vn will be neglected 
and only the first three terms of p, will be kept. Thus, 

where 

For very small m 20.3 , p1 is the only significant coefficient, 

and the approximation 

can be used to find the small-signal frequency modulation 
index 

This is the widely used expression for the frequency 
modulation index [4]. As shown above, it is a good enough 
approximation only if m 10.3 while otherwise (14) should be 
used. Substituting (3) into (1) gives the i-th user field as: 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

TABLE 2: FIRST FEW COEFFICIENT VALUES IN (8) 

-4.074 1.219 4.252 0.29 

1.277 - ~ . X ! X ~ O - ~  -1.277 0 

-0.534 5 . 5 1 7 ~ 1 0 ~  0.534 0 

0.251 - 2 . 5 9 4 ~ 1 0 ~  -0.251 0 

-0.126 1 . 3 0 1 ~ 1 0 ~  0.126 0 

The corresponding power spectral densities (PSD's) are 
known to be related by 

Because f i  << 5 ,  the term S , ( f )  that represents the PSD 

contribution of [Si(t)]"' will be assumed equal to a constant 

So. The phase noise spectrum can be shown to be given by 

r51 

Next we calculate the chirp contribution to the PSD, Sem, ( f )  . 

From (1 8) 

which can be expanded in the following series 

- - -  

xexp j x k l  LO,+- [ ,:, ( 31 

1639 

where J , ( x )  is a Bessel function of the first kind of order r . 
Changing summation indices yields 

m m m  

Note that, (25) shows the coefficients of the individual 
harmonics of fi . Note, furthermore, that the phases of the 
different terms involving f i  are not the same. Hence, the 
e f fec ts  of these  terms in the  power  spec t rum add 
noncoherently. As a result, the chirp spectrum is 

Since S , , ( f )  is assumed constant; the PSD of the complex 

field becomes 

where 

The spectrum of the real field is thus, 
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m. PHOTODETECTOR OUTPUT CIR 

The front end of the receiver is an optical filter centered 
on the optical frequency of the intended user channel (Fig. 3). 
Out of M N  fields incoming to the filter, only M continue 
their way to the PD. The center frequency of the optical filter 
is denoted by Fo . 

PD 
optical Electric 

BPF BPF Demodulator 
f k  

Fig. 3. Intended user receiver 

All M users in the same optical channel have identical 
optical filters. The total field e(t)  at the input of the PD is 

The PD converts this field into an electric signal proportional 
to the field intensity. Since we are calculating signal-to- 
interference ratios, the constant of proportionality will be set 
to unity. This yields the PD output as 

where LP denotes taking the low pass part. The right hand 
side of (31) can be broken into a signal component Zs(t) and 

a cross term component l c ( t )  as follows 

M-1 M C C e i ( t ) e l ( t )  
i=l l=i+l 

The PSD of a two-term sum of the form in (31) is given in 
[7]. This result can be generalized for the A4 -field sum in 
(31) in the form 

The first two terms in (33) correspond to the first two terms 
in (32), respectively. The effect of the low pass operator in the 

time domain is equivalent to multiplication by Illdel( f i2 in  

the f requency domain .  For the sake of s implici ty ,  

I f ide t (  f l2 will be set to unity in the subcarrier frequencies 

range and to zero, otherwise. 
To calculate the ratio of the signal power to the 

interference power, we need to evaluate both powers at the 
output of the BPF. Assuming user number k , transmitting at 
f k  , is the intended one, the BPF must have its frequency 
response maximum around f k  

(34)  
{I, f k W B l 2 < f  < f k + B / 2  

l H k ( f  1 = 0, Otherwise 

To determine the signal power, we need to evaluate I ,  ( t)  in 
(32) by using (1) and (2) 

At the output of the BPF, only the intended user signal 
appears. Hence, the filtered signal PSD is 

The total signal power is thus, 

S , 2 2  
P, =- 

8 (37) 

In the following two subsections, we find the beat noise power 
for lasers with zero linewidths and lasers with nonzero 
linewidths. 

A .  Lasers with a Zero Linewidth 

This  is a worst case assumption as far  as OBI is  
concerned; because all the power in an interference term 
centered on f k  will pass through the electric BPF in the 
receiver. The phase noise contribution to the field spectrum in 
(29)  is assumed to be 

@ ( f )  = 6 ( f  (38) 

Hence, repeating for Zc(t) what has been done above for 

I,(t) , one obtains 

(39) 

Thus, the beat noise PSD is 
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B .  Lasers with Nonzero Linewidths 

An actual laser never has a zero linewidth. Hence, the =so i A 2 ( n ) A 2 ( r )  (40) phase noise contribution in (29) will be substituted for from 
(22). Similar to the previous subsection, the beat noise PSD 
can be written as 

i M-1 M 
4 Cse, ( fPSe , ( f )  

i=l I=i+l 
2 M-1 M m 

4 i=l l=i+ln=-m r=-m 

x {S(f - nA + r f i ) + S ( f  + nA - rfi )} 

This is the beat noise PSD at the input of the BPF. The beat 
noise power at the filter output is 4 i=l l=i+ln=-mr=--m (48) 

To calculate the last integral, one has to find out which 
frequency components in (40) are in the passband of Hk (f ) . @(2)(f) = Q(f)*Q(f) 

1 1 (49) - To do so, we'll let the subcarrier frequencies be integer -- 
multiples of the filter bandwidth B away from a frequency 
offset fo, i.e., 

nAf 1 + (f/Af)2 

Substituting (48) and (49) into (41) and integrating yields 
f; = fn + iB (42) ~- 

A typical frequency component in (40) is 

nA - rfi = (n - r ) fo  + (ni - rl)B (43) where 

For this component to interfere with the intended user signal, 

(n  - r)fo + (ni - rl)B = fk = fo + kB (44) 

1 1 
the following condition on n and r must be satisfied Q(k,  ni, rI) = - tan-'{ $( k +T - ni + r l ) }  

7c 
(51) 

-1 tan-'{ $( k -7 1 - ni+ r l ) }  
7c 

which can be transformed into 
Dividing (37) by (50) provides the signal-to-interference ratio 
in the k-th user channel as (n  - r - 1)fo + (ni - rl - k)B = 0 (45) 

2 As a result, we can write the interference power in (41) in the 
form 

m 

n,r satisfy (45) 

(46) IV. RESULTS 

Finally, the carrier-to-interference ratio obtained by dividing 
(37) by (46) is CIR values in (47) and (52) are computed for the case 

when the number of subcarriers per optical carrier is 20, i.e., 
M = 20 . Subcarrier frequencies assumed values of 1, 2, ..., 

20 GHz. The electric BPF bandwidth is 1 GHz. From these 
numbers, the initial frequency offset is fo = 0 .  In  the zero 
laser linewidth case, they also simplify the condition in (45) 
such that we compute terms in (46) and (47) that satisfy 

m2 
CIR = M-1 M (47) 

n,r satisfy (45) 
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- small-signal _ _ _ _ _  

.=[?I 
r is integer 

(53) 

Fig. 4 shows a plot of the carrier-to-interference ratio in 
channel number 10 as a function of the intensity modulation 
index in the zero laser linewidth case. The curve for (47) is 
denoted 'the large-signal approximation'. Shown also on the 
same graph is the small-signal approximation to CIR as 
obtained in [4]. The same curve could also be obtained by 
keeping only one term instead of three in (13), and using the 
small-signal approximation to the frequency modulation 
index in (16). From Fig. 4 two observations are obvious. First, 
CIR is higher for larger intensity modulation indices. Second, 
there is about 4.5 dB difference between the small- and the 
'large-signal models in the calculated CIR value at larger 
modulation indices close to unity. 

large-signal CIR 
CIR 

-15 

1 -20 
I -25 -25 I 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Modulation Index m 

Fig. 4. Small- and large-signal CIR approximations 

The first observation stems from the fact that a higher 
intensity modulation index implies a wider spread of the 
modulated laser field spectrum. When two laser fields are 
mixed at the PD, the resulting field bandwidth is roughly the 
sum of the bands of the two fields. When the individual fields' 
spectra are wider, the fraction of interference terms that falls 
within the passband of the electric BPF is naturally less. 
Hence, the improvement in CIR is expected. 

The second observation can be explained as follows. 
Small signal model neglects many terms in the modulated 
laser field phase. These terms amount to a further field 
spread, reducing OBI and improving CIR. The discrepancy 
between the two models is high at modulation indices 
approaching unity. This difference can result in misleading 
conclusions about the severity of OBI. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of OBI on different 
subcarrier channels for a modulation indices of 0.5. Laser 
linewidths were set to zero. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

-3 -3 

8 -4 -4 

g -5 -5 
U 

-6 -6 

-1 -1 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
User Channel Number 

Fig. 5 .  OBI in user channels for m = 1.0 

The main observation in Fig. 5 is that the CIR has local 
maxima for odd-numbered channels. This is to be expected 
because, according to the subcarrier frequency assignment we 
are adopting, the subcarrier channel number equals the 
subcarrier frequency in GHz (e.g., subcarrier frequency of 
user 8 is 8 GHz). For odd-numbered channels, it is less 
frequent than it is for other channels to find terms in (47) that 
satisfy (53). This motivates a suggestion for assigning 
subcarrier frequency values that are prime to each other. In 
fact, from Fig. 5, this can lead to an improvement of several 
dB's in the CIR. This can be done, for example, by choosing 
3, 5, 7, 11, ... GHz as the subcarrier frequencies. In general, 
the subcarrier frequencies can be chosen to be prime multiples 
of the electric BPF bandwidth B .  

Fig. 6 shows the effect of nonzero laser linewidth on the 
CIR as a function of the modulation index. As the figure 
demonstrates, there is very little effect of the laser linewidth 
on the CIR at high modulation indices. This is because, at 
such indices, optical fields are already spread over wide bands 
due to deep modulation. Laser linewidths add only a little 
more broadening to the field spectra. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

An analytical model has been developed for analysis of 
large-signal laser modulation. This model has been used to 
evaluate the large-signal laser field spectrum. Furthermore, it 
has been used to analyze the effect of increasing the intensity 
modulation index on optical beat interference performance of 
SCM/WDMA networks. It has been confirmed through 
analysis and graphs that increasing the modulation index 
helps to reduce the SCM/WDMA network performance 
degradation due to OBI.  Graphs of the CIR vs. the 
modulation index demonstrated the importance of introducing 
the large signal analysis model. Plotting the CIR vs. the user 
channel  number revea led  the fac t  that  s ign i f icant  
improvements in the CIR could be attained by careful 
assignment of the subcarrier frequencies such that they are 
prime to each other. 
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Fig. 6 .  Effect of laser linewidth on OBI 
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